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1. HUL461 Morph, Morph, Elomorph Presentation by: SAJEED MAHABOOB (2011ME1111) guided by: Der Somadev Kar Der K.K. Choudary 2. Introduction  Morph: Morph is simply the pontic representation of morphine, how morpheme is said. Cats - '-s' morph pronounced /s / dogs - '-s' be pronounced morph /z / houses - '-s' morph
pronounced / it / s / , / z / , / iz / are the different sound of the same morph {-s}.  Morpheme: The smallest significant unit, it is not possible to continue to divide or analyze ex: unthinkable = 'un-' 'think' and former 'capable': books = book and s.  Allomorphs: Allomorphs are different forms of the same morph, or basic meaning unit. These
can be different proofs or different spellings. 2 3. MORPH  is a significant set of phones that cannot be characters for smaller significant units. (Francis, 1958:170). 1. Weakness : Weak / ness / es. (Each of these parts is Morph.) 2. Books : Books (each of these parts is Morph). 3. Feast : Sacred / Day (each of these parts is Morph).
Divided words are called morph. The word is larger and is divided into two morphs that can be written in orthographically as large and airy and phonologic reproach like /big/ and//ęr/. Each morph represents a certain morph. 3 4. Types of  morphs  morphs  free morphine is one that can stand alone with the specific meaning. Ex:
Book, table, stand, bag etc morpheme is one that cannot stand alone with meaning. It's always added to one or more murphys to create a meaningful word. Ex: Replay, cheap, short, unable, illuminate etc 4 5. Morphimes  free morphine is of two types. Lexical morphic lexicals are morphs that carry the main messages we convey.
These can be a normal noun, verbs and an adjective. Former: girl, leopard, long, black, look, kill etc.  lexical morphemes are of open grade. Morphs  functional morphemes act as functional words in the language. Mostly combinations, prepositions, articles and body ads. Formerly: And when, but, close, inward, this, this etc of closed
class words. 6 7. MORPHEMES  is also of two types. 1. Morphs derived from 2. Morphs Tint The main difference between these two morphs , morphs are derived and creates new words or mainly changes the word classes / identity / category. Gwen morphs only change word shape. 7 8. MORPHEMES -bound morphine mainly
refers to morphines that can occur as cases.  two types of prefix (x-R) and suffix (y-R). Examples:  Thesents: dis-, un-, before, trans, bi-etc suffix: -ly, -ness, -ish, -er, -en etc.  existence: disadvantage, incapable, preview, transport, bilingual etc suffix: simple, white, boyish, simplicity, greener, forgotten etc. MORPHEMES 
morphic morphine derivative of morphine derived used to create a new word. A new word with a new meaning. Noun + derived morphine &gt;&gt;&gt; P.S. ish verb + morphine derivative &gt;&gt;&gt; clear former noun + ance Adj. + morph derivative &gt;&gt;&gt; former verb title. MORPHEMES  morph hue changes the form but not the
word class or the central meaning of the word. Main function : VS cat grammatical distinction notation. Cats === Single VS. Plural VS Collection. Collected === VS present. Moved to VS Ram. Stronger === VS positives. Comparative 1011. Elomorph  variations of morphs.  are different forms of the same morph, or unit of basic
meaning.  can be different proofs or spellings. Many morphs in English, usually written as {s}, have at least 3 allomorphs: s as judges / yudgis / z like dogs / dogz / IZ as in boxes / boksiz / 11 12. ALLOMORPH The previous form Morphham {ed} usually also has three allomorphos: d as 'hunted' h&gt;ntt t as the same 'fish' fist as 'buzzer'
buzid 12 13. Types of  there are four types of allomorph 1. Alumorp Supplement 2. Allomorph Swap 3. Flexible Elomorph 4. Zero Elomorph 1314. A  to indicate some difference in meaning, something added to the word. The past language form of most English verbs is created by adding an extension –ed which can be expressed as /
-t/, or /-d/ or /-Id/: ask + - ed / a : sk / + / -t / liv(e) + ed /llv/ + / -d / Need + - ed /nid:d/ + / -Id 14 15. ALLOMORPH  indicate a certain difference in meaning, a sound is used to replace another sound with a word. The I/ in drink is replaced by /ae/ in a drink to meth the simple past. It symbolizes as follows: /drænk/ = / drΗnk / + / Η &gt; æ/.
15 16. ALLOMORPH  indicate a certain difference in meaning, there is a complete change in the form of a word. For a flexible elomorph + of {-D1} = gone to be + flexible allomorph of {-S3} = is bad + flexible elomorph of {-er1} = better + flexible elomorph of {-est1} = best. 16 17. ZERO ALLOMORPH  allomorph Zero is the term given
to the unit involved when morphic modification mode creates one type of morph to another without any conditions or subtraction of its parts. Sheep (Single) + Ø &gt;&gt;&gt; (Plural) Lawyer (Single) + Ø &gt;&gt;&gt; (Plural) 17 18. Elomorph 18 Different Morph taken from the comments by Dr. Shadia Y. Benj 19. Every question is 1920.
Recommendations    - from 254498 to      class 20 21. 21 Morph, alomorph, linguistic morph 323 morphology is a ponological string (of phones) Smaller components with lexicogram function cannot be plitzed. In a way it fits the form of a word. Allomorph is a morph that includes a unique set of grammatical or lexical
properties. All helomorphs with the same set of features create a morph. Morphine, then, is a group of allomorphs that have the same set of traits. The following box illustrates: morphs s, en allomorphs s, en s morpheme {[-Past,-Pers, -Pl]} {[+Pl]} {[+Poss]} The Morph 's' is linked to three separate allomorphs, each containing a different set
of attributes as specified in the Morpham class: if it is related to a noun, then it marks the many; If it is in the beginning of a verb, it marks the third single person of the verb; If he joins a noun expression, then he's a possession. One way to represent a morph is by registering its attributes ([+Past]). Many stoos try to represent it by
registering its main allomorph if there is more than one allomorph (s). It's a little ambiguous that S can stand on three morphs, and it's not a desirable way to list morphine. Each morphine can have a different set of allomorphs. For example, -en is a two-cursor allomorph plural in noun (irregular, only in three known objects: ox/ox+en,
child/childr+en, brother/brether+en). The morph -en is linked to the morph -en, which occurs in complementary distribution with -s. When the possessive is the product attaching a noun expression, there is only one phonologic form, /s/, but it is written either or s. The sheer pattern of English nicknames is too complex to get in here. - en is
Morph broke up with S. To go to The Back to Course outline. This page was last updated 4 JA 05. In linguistics, Morph is a word section that represents one morph (the smallest language unit that has meaning) in sound or writing. This is a written or pronounced part of a word, such as paste (prefix or suffix). For example, the infamous
word consists of three morphs - b, fam(e), -eous - each representing one morph. The word has two adhesions, both a prefix (inward) and an extension (-eous) attached to a base word. Morphs are parts of a word, such as additives. Morphs that are also whole words are called free morphs. The different sounds expressed by Morph are his
ellamorphs. Morphine is a description, such as the end of verb in the past tense. This morph is often represented by morph-ed. Although morphine is an abstract unit of meaning, Morph is an official unit with physical form. Morphine is the description of what a morph is or does to a word. Author George David Morley explains: for example,
the morph meaning 'negative form' is evidence in the name of an adjective by morphs un as insurmosent, in - insufficient, im - im - im- immoral, il - illegal, ig - ignoble, ir - irregular, no - not existing, not existing, dishonest. (Functional Grammar Syntax: Introduction to Lesicogrammer in Systemic Linguistics. sequence, 2000) There are
multiple ways that sound can be created, these are its allomorphs. Authors Mark Aronoff and Kirsten Fogman explain the concept this way: for example, english past tongue morphine that we spell -ed has different [allomorphs or variables]. It materializes as [t] after [p] lacks the sound [p] of a jump (cf. jumped), as [d] after the [l] sound of
fending off (cf. expelled), and as [ơd] having [t] missing a voice [t] of root or the voice [d] of the uman (cf. rooted and err). (What is morphology? 2. Wiley-Blackwell, 2011) Morph who can stand alone as a word called free morph. For example, the adjective is large, the verb walk, and the noun house are morphed free. Base words may or
may not be morphed for free. For example, the root of the word construction is fermentation, i.e. build. The word also contains the prefix con-and-ion (the last of which shows that the word is a noun). Morph who can't stand alone as a word is called morph bound; The end -er (as larger), -ed (as in Halacha), and s (as in houses) are bound
morphs (or aboying). For most language users, the ability to limit a word to its parts (base words and adhesions) is sufficient for complex word comprehension purposes. Take the word anti-estization. It can be hacked into the following message: anti- (against), dis- (decomposed), establish (root word; to disintegration is to end official
status, especially of church), and ment (showing the word is noun). So, according to the hypothesis, the word means to be against the dissolution of the church, and it relates specifically to the Church of 19th-century English. For most users, however, knowledge of thrus will be enough to create words from parts. That's what George W.
Bush is. English speakers who know the wrong way, understand what the former president was trying to say, even though he created a new word for the popular lexicon (bushism) when he was wrong. (Bushism is also an example of the resulting word, which contains Bush, which refers to the former president, and ism, a noun, that is,
characterizes the word he is connected to.) Instead of stopping at the root word and contagion level, some linguistics take the word deconstruction even further, as author Keith Denning and his colleagues describe: etymologists and those interested in the history of language may go in the opposite direction and isolate as a roff any sound
that has ever had a clear role, even if they have to go as far as proto-in-Europe to find it. Both perspectives are valid, as long as the criteria are clearly stated. (Keith Denning, Brett Kessler, William R. White, English Vocabulary Elements, 2nd ed. University of Oxford Press, 2007.) 2007.)
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